
WE BELIEVE THAT THE YOUTH OF LOS ANGELES HARBOR ENORMOUS POTENTIAL, 
DESPITE THEIR MANY CHALLENGES, AND INVESTING IN THEM IS A DIRECT INVESTMENT  
IN OUR SHARED FUTURE. THROUGH DIVERSE PROGRAMS, INCLUDING MENTORSHIP, LEADERSHIP  

DEVELOPMENT, AND CAREER TRAINING AND PLACEMENT, WE SEEK TO EMPOWER DISADVANTAGED YOUNG PEOPLE 

TO CREATE PRODUCTIVE AND FULFILLING LIVES FOR THEMSELVES.

CCF supports many diverse programs designed to improve the lives of young people in L.A., including Building a Lifetime 

of Options and Opportunities for Men (BLOOM) and Preparing Achievers for Tomorrow (PAT) for young people in South 

Los Angeles and the Transition Aged Youth (TAY) program for young people who are aging out of the foster care system.

Since 2012:  •  $14 million in grants
 •  Nationally-recognized funder of programs serving boys and men of color

BLOOM: CCF’s Building a Lifetime of Options and Opportunities for Men (BLOOM) is a multimillion dollar initiative helping 
redirect the lives of young Black males in South L.A. who have had contact with the juvenile justice system onto positive 
pathways. By engaging with these youths constructively, BLOOM helps them develop the skills they need to succeed in school 
and life. BLOOM has been recognized by the White House as a possible model to be replicated across the country.

PREPARING ACHIEVERS FOR TOMORROW: Now in its fifth and final year, CCF’s Preparing Achievers for Tomorrow (PAT) 
initiative seeks to create a brighter future for the youth of South Los Angeles and the South Bay by improving academic 
achievement, decision-making skills and self-esteem through music, performing arts, sports and recreation. We have also worked 
to build the capacity of nonprofits in those areas to ensure these programs continue to impact children for generations to come.

TRANSITION AGED YOUTH: Youth aging out of the foster care system face tremendous obstacles as they start out on their 
own with limited resources and no family support. CCF’s Transition Aged Youth program helps members of this vulnerable 
population meet basic needs while learning what they need to achieve independence.
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every experience 
can become  
a growth  
opportunity


